Dolichocarotids: echo-color Doppler evaluation and clinical role.
Dolichocarotids(DCs) represent a rare(2-6%) carotid imaging finding in the general population that may be free of clinical significance or be associated with cerebrovascular events. Their detection is traditionally assigned to carotid echo-color Doppler(ECD) and selective angiography(the standard method). The primary aim of this study was to estimate the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of ECD in detecting DCs. Moreover, we monitored the DC curvature angle and the incidence of TIA, ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction and cardiovascular death over a five-year followup period. A total of 112 consecutive patients with DCs(80 men, mean age: 61±7 years) were recruited for carotid ECD and carotid angiography due to the persistence of neurological symptoms not well explained on ultrasound evaluations, according to the current guidelines. ECD proved to have 100% sensitivity in detecting tortuosity and coiling and 96% sensitivity in detecting kinking, with an overall accuracy ranging from 92% to 100%. The specificity was 75% for tortuosity, 91% for kinking and 100% for coiling. During the five-year follow-up period, there was a statistically significant increase in tortuosity(61±11° at baseline versus 81±11° after five years, p＜0.001) and the kinking curvature angle(97±3° at baseline versus 100±3° at five years, p＜0.001), whilst no differences were observed with respect to coiling(136±10° at baseline versus 138±11° at five years, p=ns). Moreover, kinking was found to be more frequently statistically associated with cardiovascular death than tortuosity(p=0.005). DCs predispose patients to potentially disabling and fatal events. ECD plays a primary role in the detection of DCs and therefore should be considered to be a secure and reproducible technique.